Media Education: The Way to TV Stewardship

For many, media education seems an unnecessary and possibly costly addition to the really essential courses of reading and writing. Moreover, there is a general lack of agreement just who is responsible for media education — parents, schools, informal associations, the churches ... or all of them? And, even granting that responsibility to one group, e.g. parents, how are they to give to their children what they themselves lack? This Supplement hopes to give encouragement and information. The successful expansion of media education in Australia, the ability of the IAK in German-speaking countries to integrate media education with interpersonal communication, the internationally used Educommunication and Television Awareness Training programmes, and the work with children and media education in France and Latin America — each demonstrates a fruitful approach of the churches to media education. As the role of the media in our lives increases, so does the challenge to make them not a curse but a blessing.

Australian Media Education

Kelvin B. Canavan, F.M.S., Mass Media Education Curricula Guidelines for Primary Schools (K-6) and Secondary Schools (7-12). (Sydney: Catholic Education Office, P.O. Box 145, Broadway, 1975).

Two aspects distinguish the media education programme developed by Kelvin Canavan: 1. that it has grown from one used by the Catholic schools to one used widely in other Australian schools; and, 2. it has developed to the point of offering teacher training courses to help implement the programme.

Kelvin Canavan became convinced of the need for mass media education throughout his career first as a primary grade teacher and later as Inspector for Schools with the Catholic Education Office. He introduced media study into English studies and fostered interest in media education among his fellow Marists and other educators. Chosen in 1971 to design a mass media education curriculum, he surveyed about 50,000 students and 1,000 primary school teachers on their use of the media. The survey results made teachers and parents receptive to the mandatory introduction in 1972 of a new subject into the primary school curriculum. Its success urged the Episcopal Committee for Mass Media to request Canavan to prepare a comprehensive Kindergarten to Grade 12 curriculum. Work on a Master of Science at Cornell University helped him design curricula on the mass media as a separate or integrated subject. Today the most widely used mass media education programme in a cross-section of Australian schools grew from his work.

The curriculum responds to a growing realization of the importance of mass media in Australian life, parental inability to help their children use the media with discrimination, and Church responsibility to foster such education. The curriculum takes seriously the schools' task of preparing students for a media-shaped life.

For Kindergarten to Grade 4 students the aim is to respond and react to what they see on television. This will predispose them to the development later of appreciative and critical attitudes towards TV. Students in Grades 5 to 12 are trained to respond and react to what they view on TV and film, to read in the press, and to listen to the radio. The ultimate goal of such media education is to develop discriminating truth-seekers who use media wisely, listen appreciatively, critically and responsibly.

Students have three general objectives in studying TV, film, press, and radio: knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Each student should know the role and operation of the national TV, basic film elements, and the relevant Church documents — the Decree on the Media of Social Communication (1963) and the Pastoral Instruction on the Means of Social Communication (1971). Essential skills include the ability to analyse advertising, rate programmes for enjoyment and enrichment, evaluate media offerings in terms of previously acquired knowledge, and formulate opinions after weighing input from various media sources. A successful course will instil a continuing desire to view TV and film critically, synthesize the information the media offer, become more sensitive to issues TV presents, and relate one's media experience and judgement to the demands of conscience, faith and Christian morality. Curriculum methods vary widely for each age group, but all require student activities to foster confident and intelligent media use. Exercises move from basic discussion starters — What did you watch on TV last night? — to more complex work, such as comparison of TV news items between several stations, or examining the contrast between ethnic stereotypes on TV and students' actual experience of ethnic people. Students may also examine which sections of their community are best served or neglected by the available radio stations. Teachers have 464 suggested learning experiences to adjust to the teaching situation. The 252 behavioural objectives, such as "being able to revise judgements in the light of new evidence in the press", guide teachers towards what to seek in the exercises. The fundamental approach is through the pupils' current media habits.

A recent survey indicates that media study is now an accepted part of the total curriculum in the Sydney Catholic primary schools.
(K-6), where over 90% of students received mass media education in 1981 in Grades K-2, and 96% in Grades 3-6. This success is due to many causes: frequent articles on the need for such education, successful experimentation leading to solid curricula, liaison with teacher training colleges and university research departments, and production by the Australian Broadcasting Corporation of suitable classroom TV programmes. Further success is hindered by the unmet need for teacher training. This is due to teachers’ failure to appreciate the importance of the media in their students’ lives, lack of required skills to teach such courses, and limited in-service training opportunities.

A Media Education ‘Family’

At the annual IAK summer ecumenical workshop for about 200 adult, communication, media and religious educators, most of them graduates of earlier IAK workshops, one theme unites the work of special interest groups meeting on intra-, interpersonal and mass media communication. First designed in 1964 by the late Franz Zöchbauer of Graz, Austria, the IAK training programme has been continued by his wife, Karin, and Henk Hoekstra.

Whereas before the concern was to understand and use the individual media correctly, since 1973 the stress has been to situate the media in intra- and interpersonal communication, which gives mass communication its foundation and roots, or at least should. At first IAK training sessions gave a group of 12-14 an intensive 3-5 week training each year in the whole spectrum of communication education through group encounter techniques. The second training model, from 1975-77, featured one theme for the week-long session. This model is imitated in the annual meetings. For example, directing a discussion on a topic and learning how to teach others to conduct similar group discussions, or focussing on how the media manipulate unwary viewers and learning how to teach others to be alert. So far lack of funds has prevented a third training group. The IAK, however, has found a happy balance between interpersonal and mass communication study. See Resources for IAK materials under Hoekstra.

Educommunication

A chief asset of the Educommunication approach to media education is its insistence on the study of all the media and on its understanding of media education as much an integral part of basic education as reading and writing. Moreover, its very adaptable lesson structure permits it to be used in various contexts, from the formal classroom to the informal group.

UNESCO contracted with UNDA to provide a French translation of Sirkka Minkkinen, A General Curricula Model (Madrid: Llorca, 1978) which she had written for UNESCO. UNDA was also to work out an adaptation of her model to developing countries. In fact, Minkkinen’s work seemed to Jacques Dessauv, Assistant Secretary General of UNDA, to be too intellectual, because it proposed many fine ideas without concrete ways for implementing them. He also found it too general, inasmuch as it was conceived for all countries and ages to use, whereas distinctions should be made between infants and adults, and between those in the developed and developing lands.

The term Educommunication arose out of a brainstorming session at a 1977 colloquium and was immediately taken up as an apt summary of all the various terms: education for the media, initiation into the means of communication. It is comparable to ‘alphabetisation’ used in speaking about print literacy. And just as people of every country and social standing require print literacy, so all, exposed as they are to the media, require the ability to ‘read’ the media well and ‘write’ with the media effectively. Every form of the media which influence people now should be studied in Educommunication.

The objective of Educommunication is to foster awareness about media impact on social, cultural and political life. Each should grasp how the media function, what their goals, restraints and limitations, and how they get their effects, for better or worse. What is sought is not a strictly academic approach but a more pragmatic stress, which permits Educommunication to avoid the opposing schools — the moralistic, the artistic, the semiological, etc.

As it is never satisfactory to teach students only to read but not to write, so Educommunication trains students to express themselves in the same media they receive from writing an article after reading one, making a radio programme after thousands of hours of listening. The pedagogical value of making media is that it is only thus that students learn the really crucial lessons, such as the objectivity of the news, the constraints of reporting. It is not enough to talk about them. When students make a news report, for example, they learn first-hand what they had heard but could not realize until they actually got involved in making one themselves.

The ten lessons have been tested in several parts of the developing and developed world with varying success. Countries include Gabon, Mauritius, Niger, Rwanda, Mexico, India, Italy and Malta.

August 19 to 29 there was an Educommunication meeting in Mali of organizers and trainers on trainer formation for all French-speaking Africa. English-speaking Africa is planning a similar meeting for 1984. Korea, in the new climate, is making a second attempt to adapt Educommunication to its situation. The most successful adaptation seems in fitting it into existing academic courses; this approach seems the best way to foster the rapid and global spread of Educommunication.

Television Awareness Training
Television Awareness Training, (Media Action Research Ctr., Inc., 475 Riverside Dr., Suite 1370, New York, NY 10027).

Television Awareness Training (T-A-T) features 1. a media education package of readings and films easily adaptable to the classroom or home use, and 2. a method of identifying and training T-A-T local leaders. Its easily multiplicative programme has led to its growth in the USA and some international adaptation as a powerful tool to wake up TV viewers to their responsibility as viewers and to broadcasters’ duty to the public.

T-A-T is a flexible curriculum designed to help viewers recognize how TV’s messages influence them, use TV more creatively and responsibly, and promote a TV system which serves the public’s and not only private companies’ interests. The resource materials include a 300-page text of 12 lessons and 19 background articles, nine films, a leader’s training manual and a design for study in settings which can be varied to last one hour to major workshops of eight 2-hour sessions. The lessons cover TV and violence, values, children, human sexuality, and news.

T-A-T’s two-level trainer formation programme insures a supply of competent trainers. A preliminary, intensive workshop orient religious leaders of every denomination, school and community leaders, parents and all citizens concerned with TV’s effects on human values. The second, more variable set of T-A-T sessions is for participants from all walks of life who meet in a variety of possible settings of the T-A-T series of 12 lessons.
Frank discussion is part of T-A-T's success. The brief personal testimony in each lesson sets the tone. Another key feature is the exercises, from a personal inventory of TV-viewing habits to a theological reflection upon the false gods and commandments TV proposes. The worksheet on 'TV and Theology', for example, asks the participant to identify the idols programmes invite allegiance to.

T-A-T has been adapted to the needs of other countries. For example, Tony Nancarrow of Australia has published Television: A New Look for Viewers, a Guide for an Individual, Family or Community (Malvern: MediaCom, 1982).

MARC has also developed an explicitly Christian media education programme, Growing with Television: A Study of Biblical Values and the Television Experience. It offers materials for all ages from infant to adult. Each of the five levels has a separate edition of Leaders' Guide and 12 single-sheet lessons. Sessions consist of a reflection on one aspect of TV, such as TV advertising and Christian values; a brief scriptural passage; and personal application and homework for the next session.

France: Children Discuss TV
Chrétiens-Médias (19, rue de l'Amiral d'Estang, 75116 Paris)

Work in TV education for young children has led to the conclusion that the discussion of TV, which media educators assume as helpful, is in fact essential for a child's mental development.

As the national office for the French bishops, Chrétiens-Médias is involved in every aspect of the media. Hélène Mandoux, formerly in charge of Service Enfance-Média, explored how to provide media education for children. She found that the very programmes parents and teachers most detested as violent, martial and breeding stereotypes were precisely what children loved most. For example, the cheaply made Japanese science fiction cartoons appeal to children but repel adults.

She would bravely show tapes of such programmes to parents and teachers and point out 'good conquering evil' was common to folktales and the greatest literature. She insisted that watching TV was a way for the children to order their images, and not their concepts, as an adult would. Children who watch TV unattended by an adult cannot develop conceptually nor can they later read as well as they could: they suffer from a disequilibrium caused by a mass of undigested images which need the mediation of discussion with an adult to be processed properly.

The power of TV is strongest where mothers are uneducated and fathers are labourers. Children using TV at least have college-educated parents. Thus teachers are responsible for compensating for home deficiencies by encouraging children to talk about TV experiences. To some this seems a waste of time. But in fact it develops their sensibility, reasoning, memory of details and appreciation of time sequences. Mandoux also raises the question that catechetics must face: How is one to present a suffering Christ, although now in glory, to children whose cartoon heroes are immortal from week to week as they dispatch an endless supply of criminals?

Latin America: Plan DENI
Since 1960 the Latin American Secretariat of OCIC (Office Catholique International du Cinéma) has coordinated a programme of film and television education for school children in seven countries: Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay, Brazil, Uruguay, Dominican Republic and Colombia. Special features of the Plan DENI are 1. a method of instruction in the language of film and television adapted to the mentality of children and 2. the involvement of children in the production of their own films and sound-slide montage.

The method of Plan DENI, originally designed in 1968 by an anthropologist professor, Luis Campos Martinez of Quito, Ecuador, later incorporated many approaches of Language Total developed by Antoine Vallet and A. Faurie in France and adapted to the Latin American context by Francisco Gutierrez in Costa Rica.

Plan DENI operates with one or more directors in each country who organise courses for primary school teachers. The teacher training varies considerably from country to country, but usually it consists of a yearly course of a week or ten days, followed up by monthly meetings of the teachers involved. The office of SAL-OCIC in Lima, directed by America Penichet, coordinates the activities through a newsletter and brings together the directors for occasional continental meetings (Lima, 1974; Rio de Janeiro, 1975; Lima, 1978; with a fourth meeting planned for January, 1983). In the 1978 continental meeting more than 40 short films and sound-slide productions of the children were shown and the method analysed. The participants also drew up a comprehensive pedagogical theory based on the common experience over seven years.

Plan DENI varies considerably from country to country, but generally it works through the primary schools as part of the formal instruction or as an extracurricular activity. In Uruguay there are an average of 30-40 groups following the model of the 'Cine Club'; in Bolivia, the programme works through the schools of Fe y Alegria in poorer neighborhoods. In Brazil, Plan DENI also works more in the favelas, but also now produces a weekly television programme for children through educational television as a means of developing critical viewing skills. Increasingly, Plan DENI is directed toward poorer sectors and is applying methods of critical analysis.

For further information contact America Penichet, SAL-OCIC, Jiron Estados Unidos 838, Lima 11, Peru.

Resources and Bibliography on Media Education


Elvira Arcenas. Curriculum e MM: Guida per la programmazione dell' educazione ai mass media nella scuola e nei centri educativi. (Turin: Societa Editrice Internazionale, 1981). Curriculum developed to respond to the need to give educators a practical means to teach mass media education which would contribute to the integral development of the young in a Christian vision. Curriculum spans ages 3-16.

Associazione Italiana Ascoltatori Radio-Televisione (Via Federico Cesi, 44, Rome, Italy) is active in successfully introducing media criticism courses into schools through questionnaires to find students' favorite TV programme (cartoons for primary years), then showing it in class and leading a sample discussion/debate/ evaluation so teachers become converted to the value and methods of such courses. Also publishes course booklets, such as Zita Lorenzi, Educazione alla televisione 6 voli 1976, concise discussion guides for children awareness of TV's social impact and for responsible use of it.

Stanley J Baran. The Viewer's Television Book: A Personal Guide to Understanding Television and Its Influence. (Cleveland, OH: Pentith, 1980). Entertaining and brief challenge for viewers to change from being unaware, inactive and compliant to being questioning, sophisticated and responsive. Digests the most relevant arguments for viewers to plan and watch TV. Always sensitive that TV does more than entertain. Thus, active, discriminating and well-informed viewers can derive more enjoyment from TV.

Eckhard Bieger SJ. Praxis der Medienpädagogik: Grundlagen und Konzepte für die Unterrichtsplanung (How to Conduct Media Education: Principles and Concepts for Planning Instruction). (Dusseldorf: Schwann, 1980). For training teachers, urges learning both by making media programmes themselves and by close study of the actual media products themselves. Most influenced by comics, comic magazines. Favourite use of feature film as integral part of media education course. Spielefeld für Kursleiter: Wie plante und leitete ich Kommunikationskurse (Groundrules for Course Leaders: How I plan and conduct Communications Courses). (Gelnhausen: Buchfreunde, 1981). How to help students reflect on communication experiences within the group, but not for the sake of learning the group dynamic: the group as microcosm of that basic communication which mass media relies upon for effect.